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AN ANALYSIS OF CODE MIXING USED BY ELFARA FM HITZTERIA PROGRAM BROADCASTER

ABSTRACT

Code mixing is known as the phenomenon of switches the code from one language to another or to mix codes within a short speech or utterances. In this case, English as a popular language to communication in the world. As an international language, English is important in our life and necessary for entertainment media such as radio. In Hitzteria program at Elfara FM the broadcasters used code mixing while on air.

This study attempted to raise another case in code mixing used by broadcasters in Hitzteria program. The Hitzteria program broadcasters was the subject of this study. The purposes of this study were to analyze the types and analyze the reasons of code mixing used by Hitzteria broadcaster program. This study was qualitative. The data were collected in the form of recording and interview transcripts.

The result of this study revealed three types of code mixing used by Hitzteria program broadcaster while on air. There were insertion, alternation that most occured, then congruent lexicalization was rarely found in this study. Moreover, the existence of code mixing applied by Hitzteria program broadcaster could not be separated from two reasons in this study such as the target segmentation and increase the value of the Hizteria program.
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